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I am a motivated individual excited to design a gameplay system for videogames. And to use my art skills 
to create immersive and enjoyable videogames.

Experience

Education

Software Contact

Objective

Ractive Internship | July 2018- Sept 2018
Created high quality assets for integration for VR experience in Unreal Engine 4.
Used Strong communication skills to discuss and implement supervisor feedback.
Created Artificial Intelligence blueprint assets that work in a multiplayer VR experience.

Apex Dawn Team Leader | March 2018- Dec 2018
Scheduled and tracked milestones to ensure the timely development of game assets.
Facilitated communication between team members of varying disciplines to achieve goals.
Ensured all technical and performance guidelines of game assets are implemented in game.

Apex Dawn Game Programmer | March 2018- Dec 2018
Developed game mechanics to engage the player with a rewarding experience.
Created a world World using procedural generation techniques and programming.
Employed new AI techniques with the Game Engine’s Navigation System and Behavioral Trees.

White Rhino Studios Internship Jan 2016 – To Dec 2016
Modeled a Sci-Fi floating city.
Used 3ds Maxscript to procedural generate UV unwrapped greebled cities. 
Developed an efficient texturing pipeline between substance designer and 3ds max.
Developed Maxscripts to improve workflow efficiency in the modeling pipeline.

The Art Institute of San Antonio | March 2019
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Game Art Design 
Created 3D game ready assets within technical constraints and established art direction.
Created animations with strong principles and fundamentals to be imported in game engine.
Used a combination of digital painting and node based software for PBR texturing workflow.

3ds Max
Maya
Zbrush
Blender
Unreal Engine
Unity3d
Photoshop
Illustrator
Substance De-
signer
Substance Painter
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I-17-DF-Type3 is the first line of defense against a Mech Assault. The Type-3 line of Defen-
sive fighters have heavy frontal armor protecting a Class 3 Beam weapon.  The Type-3’s 
are built around their beam weapons that can shred most light to medium armored Mech’s. 

Overveiw
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Weaponry
The Beam weapon uses a high capacity battery for each round so the I-17’s operational time and range 
is dependent on the amount of batteries the Interceptor is carrying of its 15 battery maximum payload. 
The I17’s are used to defend planetary and orbital bases or to escort frigates on missions.
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I took models that I created in previous projects and 
broke them down into parts to create a kit bash library. 
I centered the pivot of after which I saved each asset 
into its own 3ds Max file. Then I installed 3ds’s Max 
asset browser and linked the folder that contained my 
kit bash library with the browser.

There was an enormous amount of prepara-
tion but it was worth it because using the asset 
browser I can drag and drop my kit bash assets 
onto the I-17 to quickly create interesting design. 
Furthermore I can add to my kit bash library for 
future projects.

Process

Starting Out

Learning Process

Application

When first creating the I-17, I didn’t have a specific 
design in mind only that I wanted the I-17 to be a fast 
nimble fighter. So I blocked out engines, a cockpit, 
and the front part of the ship. I used this project to 
experiment with the 3d’s Max asset browser. 

Something I learned when making Sci-Fi spaces is that if you are not careful they can 
easily end up looking like a sci-fi gun. At the end of the project, I realized that the lack of 
real world reference that the design of the ship could have been stronger. I-17’s design 
straddles the line between gun and ship and I think that examples of modern fighters 
could have made it clearer that the I-17 was a fighter.
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Overview
The T3 is a specialized frigate that transports the Ranged-99- Assault Mech- Type-2 
(R99-AM-T2) for quick response to enemy threats. The T3 carries a maximum of twenty 
R99 Mech’s and cargo bays can be converted to carry supplies depending on the tacti-
cal situation. The T3 has a specialized crane that launches R99’s to extend the Mech’s 
operational range and for rapid deployment. The T3 sacrifices armor and weaponry of 
frigates in the same class for speed and maneuverability.
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Before I started the modeling process I wanted to think how a military would transport cargo in a realistic 
way in a space environment. So I looked to Zeppelins and Deep Sea Submarines for inspiration because 
I believe that the way they are designed and travel would closely resemble how things would be trans-
ported in space. So I went with a circular design for the cargo that would spin to replace cargo. I felt that 
this mode would ideally save room in a space faring vehicle.

The Idea
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When I began to model the T3 I started to block out the major parts: the engines, cargo 
area, main body, and the crew deck. I would continually check if the silhouette’s profile 
during the modeling. I wanted to keep each piece modular so every section of the ship 
can be its own part or be swapped for another.

I developed a technique where I would select different faces of a piece I wanted to detail 
then detach them as a clone and shell the clone. Using this technique I can work nonde-
structively so that if I change my mind I still have the original piece to work with. Also since 
the clone follows the surface of the original you can easily create the lowpoly by deleting 
the clone.

After I came to a stopping point with finalizing the design. Since I had my kit bash library 
set up from an earlier project I used the library to quickly add interesting details the T3’s 
design. When working on projects I like to experiment and expand on past techniques I 
felt I accomplished this when I revisited my kit bash library.

Modularity

New Techniques

Conclusions
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Overview
Originally used for an all-purpose Mech as the backbone of the armored 
division overtime the Mech has been adapted to specialized roles. Now the 
R99-T2 is used for long range deployment for reconnaissance or rapid as-
saults on enemy defenses long deployment. The R99-T2 is the mass pro-
duced version of the R99-T1 with lighter armor in most areas not protecting 
the single pilot cockpit. Compensating for lack of armor the R99-T2 boasts a 
dual rear engine pack for better acceleration and speed over the original.
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When I envisioned a Mech I wanted it to feel practical with a militaristic feel. 
I wanted it to be grounded in realism. So I based the design on an All-Terrain 
Vehicle. I gathered reference before and brought in size reference to model to 
scale the design to have a solid foundation.

Creation Process
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When I began to model I quickly blocked out the body parts of the Mech mostly with boxes. I kept this 
part quick just to understand how the Mech would actually move and where the pilot would be located. 
I would pay close attention to how the different joints would move so that they would be anatomically 
correct.

When I have gone through different iterations and was happy with the design I would move onto de-
tailing each piece. For each piece of the Mech’s body I would break it into two parts and put them into 
different layers to stay organized. 

As I was detailing I wanted to make sure it fit the overall design and feel of an ATV. During the process I 
would experi the texturing process.

During the course of the entire project I made sure everything fit the ATV aesthetic. I believe the design 
succeeds because it ended up looking very industrialized and functional.

Block In

Details

Conclusion

Break It Apart
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Based off a Concept from Kyle Sneddon. I started the process by blocking out the outline of the concept’s 
silhouette. I then modeled the most prominent features of the floating city. I used this project to learn max 
script.  To fill out the rest of the floating city with buildings I decided to developed several Maxscripts to 
procedurally generate sets of unique buildings

The Beginnings
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There are few resources about coding with 
Maxscript so I had to rely on 3ds max’s Maxscript 
documentation for much of the learning process. 
Autodesk’s documentation at times were not 
clear so there was a lot of trial and error when I 
was teaching myself Maxscript. 

I created a system to create boxes at certain coordinates forming a grid. The boxes would spawn at differ-
ent heights and widths with varying number of segments. The script converts the boxes into Editablepoly to 
select random faces on each box. The script uses the selections to bevel the faces within certain parame-
ters. Next the Script would add a UVW Map and a material with a texture.

When a city block was generated I would then hand place them around the surface in an appealing way. 
I didn’t use a fully procedural method the surface of the floating city had custom modeled buildings and I 
wanted the buildings not to spawn within each other.

Through the experience I believe I gained a better knowledge in programming logic and by the end I had 
a firm grasp with scripting in in 3ds’s Maxscript. In future projects I want to learn creating user interfaces 
using Maxscript so when I share Scripts with other artists they can easily understand how to utilize it.

Final Thoughts

Finishing Touches

Scripting

Learning Process
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The Plan

The Process

Future Development

I’ve sculpted in Zbrush in the past but I focused on organic assets 
such as rocks, trees, and a few characters. I wanted to use this 
project to develop hard surface techniques. I looked at references of 
various military transport vehicles to capture the angular look I was 
try to achieve.

I first sculpted the base to be anatomically correct. With any character 
I create even if it is only a head bust, the anatomy should be correct 
to give a certain believability to its design. After I had a solid founda-
tion, I began using the dynamic trim brush to slowly begin developing 
the hard surface look. Next I switched to the H-polish brush to make 
edges crisp and sharp so that the sculpt looked manufactured. I 
made the teeth as a separate sub tool that I copied and moved into 
place.

I think in future projects in Zbrush I’m going to implement the insert 
meshes to add the mechanical details. I feel the insert mesh brushes 
give you flexibility allowing creativity to add interesting hard surface 
elements to a sculpt.
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When I was first introduced to substance designer I was amazed at the flexibility and efficiency it 
offered when authoring materials. Something I learned when working with models in designer is that 
to texture different parts of models they need to be assigned different materials. Assigning materials 
to different elements of a model can make the model have a large number of materials applied. Using 
this method made objects in the game engine made redundant bitmaps and materials for the asset. I 
wanted to simplify this process.

The Problem
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I developed a system in substance designer in which baking a color map Id allows you to procedurally 
change specific parts of the model in one material. In 3ds max I still unwrapped my model and assigned 
materials to different elements. 

In Substance Designer I baked out the color map but in the settings I changed the output from vertex 
color to material Id. Then I used the material selector node using the color map to color pick for alphas.  
Then I would use the alphas to separate the materials for individual customization then blend them to-
gether. The final result is a single texture sheet for all the assets materials and alpha maps for further 
manipulation in the Game Engine

I want to push the development of this substance designer graph. I plan to make the graph more efficient 
because as it combines the information from all the materials the program bogs down. I also want to add 
more functionality and usability so other artist are able to use the Substance Graph.

The Solution

The Nitty Gritty

Next Steps
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These weapons are game 
ready assets that I modeled in 
3ds max and textured in sub-
stance designer. These mod-
els are the result of developing 
the techniques of combining 
different materials into one 
bitmap in substance designer

Overview
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The Setting is in the distance future on different moons that have a central mega city as a central 
hub. The megacities are overpopulated creating slums with a large wealth gap creating an oligar-
chy. The central hub is surrounded by inhospitable wastelands that doesn’t support much wildlife 
and is dangerous to travel.

Overview
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Tasking the player to explore different moons in the game’s uni-
verse to confront increasingly difficult and challenging enemies 
until the mysteries of the final boss is uncovered in the game’s 
story

Storyline
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Exploration of City Slums 
where Sid, the protagonist of 
the game lived and the start of 
the game

Early concept art of the an-
cient ruins heavily featured in 
Fallen Moon 

Shanty Town

The Ancients
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Fallen Moon started out as a turn based with real time strategy third person role playing 
game. To make this kind of system with a 6 month production time was not feasible. So 
I altered the design to be a third person action platformer. In the future I would like to 
revisit these ideas and implement them in the Fallen Moon in some capacity

Early Mission Map of Fallen Moon

Humble Beginnings
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Sid
Sid the Protagonist of the story
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Wall jump to clear the 
platforming puzzle

Collect Ancient Keys to 
Unlock the Temple Ruins

Find the Hoverboard
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Wall Jump Press Jump 
while next to a wall 

Use Double Jumps to reach 
hard to reach places

Activate Ramps to slide 
into inaccessible areas 
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Challenge the Ruins Explore the Ruins
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Fight off the ancient evil with close 
quarters combat
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Explore the World for unique lo-
cals and special items
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Team Members

Dana Green
Art Director
Enviromenat Artist
danagreendesigns.com

kizersozejr.artstation.com/

johnacarbon44.myportfolio.com/

deon-wilson.com

Audio Designer
Prop Modeler

Character Artist
Texture Artist
https://www.artstation.com/shariyark25

Animator
Character Artist

Team Lead
Structure Artist
Programmer

Shariyar Khan

Deon Wilson

John Carbon

Jeffery Kizer
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Draco must explore the planet to discover understand the reason for being attacked. At different points of 
interest there will be locations that the player can explore. Small abandoned outposts or facilities. In these 
areas there will be puzzles that once solved will grant the player access to the mysteries behind the attack. 
Some of these areas will be guarded by enemies on the outskirts of these puzzles. The game’s goal is to 
uncover all of these locations to solve the puzzles.

The environment will have different auras that will have different effects on the player ranging from giving the 
player health or damaging the player. The auras will emanate from the plant life on the planet so the player 
can easily identify the different types of auras.

The player will not have stamina. The player will have parkour abilities such as double jumping or wall run-
ning. The player can chain different movement mechanics to fill a meter that when filled can grant a bonus 
to the players movement. The Player will have various movement and weapon abilities to tackle different 
situations.

Push Shot – Player charges a shot and when at full power fires a pulse that pushes enemies away from the 
player. Also works on the environment and props.

Chain Lightning – Damages a singular enemy that jumps from enemy to enemy if near water sources

Fire Shot – Flame that does area effect damage in a frontal cone. Can burn the environment down.
Grappling Hook- Can Launch the character to areas 

Power Up

Running

Gunning

The Point
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The Baddies

The weakest of all the enemies in 
terms of health and damage but 
they have the longest range

Javalie

Wildebeast

Jahman
Has shorter range than the Ja-
valie but makes up for it with 
higher damage and health 

 Has a large health pool with 
high damage. It is the slowest 
and largest of all the enemies.
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